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The British Psychological Society
The UK’s voice and home of psychology

Championing psychology since 1901, we represent and promote psychology, psychologists and the wider psychological professions. Our membership is diverse, but we all share a passion for psychology and the impact it has on individuals and society.
Join the society
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The British Psychological Society
Download the Learning from the NHS Staff Mental Health and Wellbeing Hubs report

Find out why long term funding for staff mental health and wellbeing services is fundamental.
Read the report








Why BPS?
We are built to support our community
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Find a psychologist
Search our registers to find the support you need. 
Search now
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Join a member network
Join one of our member networks to build your psychological community.
Join now
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Explore BPS Learn
Boost your career with one of our career progression development courses.
Search courses
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Join a directory or register
Discover how to apply to be included in one of our registers or directories.
Find out more
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Join the conversation on Member Connect
Our online communities are a space to connect, share ideas, access resources and discuss the latest advances in psychology.
Find out more
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Find jobs in psychology
Search for the latest openings on our Jobs in Psychology career board.
Search jobs
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The Psychologist
The colour of bowls and plates can influence how food tastes to picky eaters
A study suggests that serving food in crockery of particular colours might help picky eaters to eat a wider range of foods.
Read more

Latest events
Attend an event

See all events
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Division of Counselling Psychology




Online workshop
Inspiring Careers in Counselling Psychology11 Apr 2024 • 18:00-20:00
An online careers networking event.…
	Careers and professional development
	Counselling and psychotherapy

Free (registration required)
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Crisis, Disaster and Trauma Psychology Section




In person
Understanding and Working with Trauma and Neurodiversity in Adults: Lived Experience, Diagnostic Assessments and Therapy19 Apr 2024 • 09:00-16:30
In this one-day conference, we hear a range of perspectives from psychologists with expertise…
	Crisis, disaster and trauma

From £48
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North West of England Branch




In person
Launch Event: Cutting Edge Research in Psychology Conducted in Chester19 Apr 2024 • 16:30-18:30
The BPS North West Branch is working with University of Chester for our first networking session.…
	Research

Free (registration required)
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Division of Clinical Psychology

DCP Faculty for Oncology and Palliative Care




Online workshop
Hot Topics, Challenges & Opportunities in Cancer & Palliative Care Psychology24 Apr 2024 • 10:00-15:00
Drop in to a day of bize-size 20 minute update sessions on a range of topics across cancer and…
	Oncology
	Palliative care

Free (registration required)
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